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The Grand Opening of 
IFE’17

by Teng-Feng Tsai, Fastener World

The annual North America’s largest 
fastener show, International Fastener Expo (IFE), formerly 
National Industrial Fastener & Mill Supply Expo, just kicked off at Las 
Vegas Convention Center on Oct. 18-19 this year. The show serves as 
not only an important event for U.S. fastener industry every year, but 
also one of the three world’s largest fastener events attended annually by 
global manufacturers, retailers, traders, distributors, association reps, and 
industry experts as well as professionals. 

As the most comprehensive and professional B2B platform for 
industrial fasteners, tooling and machinery in N. America, the show 
attracted 723 exhibitors and was packed with crowds, manifesting its 
popularity to the world. A wide array of items were displayed at the 
show, including raw materials for fastener production, fastener products, 
machinery, molds & dies, surface and heat treatment, etc. In addition 
to companies coming from Taiwan to exhibit, delegations from China, 
Korea and India also participated, setting foot on the US market. Fastener 
World as the show agent in Taiwan brought 83 Taiwanese exhibitors to 
the show and had nearly 100 booths, fully demonstrating the outstanding 
strength of Taiwanese companies in fastener production and service. 
The determination and activeness of these Taiwanese manufacturers 
to expand business in N. America along with global markets cannot be 
neglected.

According to Fastener World’s representative onsite, “This year the 
booths were designed with a refreshingly innovative look for Taiwanese 
exhibitors to shape bright and professional Taiwanese fastener industry 

image, catching the attention of manufacturers 
and buyers. Most of the visiting companies were 

American distributors and manufacturers, who 
attentively sought cooperation with fastener suppliers. 
A number of exhibitors said that larger crowds were 
seen this year and inquiring buyers were professional 
high-level managers. This show not only plays a role in 
facilitating the exchange of information and industry 
intelligence among fastener companies, but also provides 
the most direct and efficient approach to knowing the 

latest products and service of Taiwanese and global markets 
for local American buyers.”

Several seminars were also held during the show, with 
prestigious industry characters and association experts invited 
to share their valuable experience. Moreover, Demo Zone was 
set up at the show to display new products and state-of-the-art 
technologies in the industry. 

The next show is scheduled to take place at Mandalay Bay 
Convention Center on Oct. 30-Nov. 1, 2018.
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A. JATE 正楓

AEH FASTEN 鉞昌

A-PLUS

AIMREACH 盛融

CHIN LIH HSING 金利興

CHANGING SUN 長晉盛

CHUN YU 春雨

DICHA 集財
DONGGUAN MINGYAO 明耀

BI-MIRTH 吉瞬

CHING IEE 慶益

CHEE HOW 琦皓

DAR YU 達宇

CANATEX 保力德

CHITE 尚余

CHI NING 旗林

DE HUI
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JET FAST 捷禾

HSIUNG JEN 雄仁

JIAN YI 見鎰

J MO 捷貿

HOME SOON 宏舜

DRAGON IRON 龍昌

JOCKEY BILL 全盈

HANMASTER 僑誼

J.C. GRAND 俊良

FIRST STRING 崧勝

HOMN REEN 宏穎

EXCEL 鑫瑞

KCS 寶源

HAO MOU 豪茂

JI LI DENG 吉立登

FONTEC 鋒泉

HUN MING 宏明

FALCON 鉮達

KIND-AUSPICE金瑞盛

HEADER PLAN 祺諾

JIN SHING 竣鑫

GOFAST 喬邁
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OFCO 久陽

JOKER 久可

RAY FU 瑞滬

LOCKSURE 今湛

PINGOOD 品固

KARAT 寶資

SCREWTECH 銳禾

LONG G 龍志

SANN MUO 尚睦 (尚牧)

L & W 金大鼎

NEW BEST 強新

KONFU 功福

MASTER UNITED 永傑

LINK UPON 允拓

SINTEC 申特

REXLEN 連宜

KU FU 格福

MOLS 冠鑫

SOON PORT 鴻錡
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SEN CHANG 昇錩

SHEN CHOU 神洲

SHEH FUNG 世豐

SPECIAL RIVETS 恆昭

WATTSON 華盛

SUPER DPD 三御

TIFI 公會

YOUR CHOICE 太子

YOANG MING 擁明

TAIWAN RDP 台灣牙板

UNITECH 永鋮

SUPER NUT 傑螺

TUNG FANG 東舫

YUH CHYANG 鈺強

TAIWAN SHAN YIN 慶達

WINLINK 岡山東穎

TAIKYU 台京

SUN THROUGH 三友璟

ZXY 擇興源

TFTA 螺絲協會

YICI 佑誠
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Before the IFE-

A Visit to BBI HQ

Prior to the opening of IFE, Fastener World brought the 
delegation of Taiwanese exhibitors to pay a visit to Brighton-
best International (BBI)’s HQ in LA, and was received by 
BBI’s Chief Accounting Officer Angus Wang. Wang guided 
over 35 guests from Taiwanese fastener industry to visit the 
offices of TCI Group and BBI’s fastener warehouse. During 
the tour, Wang introduced the organizational structure and 
the distribution channel in detail, as well as shared a few 
successful cases accomplished by the group. Taiwanese 
exhibitors all learned a lot and anticipated to follow the 
footprints of BBI’s success to create opportunities for 
Taiwanese fastener industry in the world market.

Having integrated virtual Internet with physical 
distribution channel since 2000, Ta Chen International 
built the world’s first and America’s largest online B2B 
order platform for stainless steel. In 2008, Brighton-Best 
International (BBI) replicated TCI’s channel pattern and 
set up 31 distribution operations in 6 countries. As the 
biggest Internet fastener channel, BBI integrated market 
and consolidated its leading position of every US channel 
through acquisitions. Since 2015 BBI has been concentrating on product diversification. 
In addition to fasteners and stainless steel products, the company further offers the sales 
of industrial products for construction and hardware. With the previous experience and 
capital investment, BBI will launch customized fasteners, aftermarket service, along with 
machinery channel in order to gain more benefits.

Furthermore, Wang also analyzed the market scale of global 
and American industrial products, suggesting that the most 
crucial goal of Taiwanese traditional industries is to get access 
to channels, so as to expand into new markets. During the visit, 
Taiwanese exhibitors were all impressed by BBI’s spacious and 
well-built warehouse, along with the demonstration of advanced 
order picking machines, fully showing the top-notch warehouse 
management of BBI. The company tour ended smoothly with 
Wang’s welcome gala lunch.




